
The Sun is Also a StarThe Sun is Also a Star by Nicola

Yoon
YYA F YA F YOOOO

A scientifically minded girl who avoids
relationships to help keep her family from

being deported and a dutiful student who endeavors to
live up to his parents' high expectations unexpectedly
fall in love and must determine which path they will
choose in order to be together.

TheThey Both Die at the Endy Both Die at the End
by Adam Silvera

YYA F SILA F SIL

Receiving word from Death-Cast that
they are about to die, Mateo and Rufus
meet for the first time via an End Day friendship app
that facilitates their meeting and a final grand adventure
that triggers unexpected changes. Simultaneous eBook.
75,000 first printing.

TTurtles All the Wurtles All the Waay Downy Down
by John Green

YYA F GREA F GRE

Aza Holmes, a high school student with
obsessive-compulsive disorder, becomes

focused on searching for a fugitive billionaire.

WWords in Deep Blueords in Deep Blue
by Cath Crowley
YYA F CRA F CROO

Rachel left a love note for Henry in his
favorite book tucked away in his family's
bookstore and has returned years later
to work alongside him as they both struggle through
challenges and find hope in each other.

NyxiaNyxia by Scott Reintgen
YYA F REIA F REI

Recruited by a mysterious corporation
for a mission in outer space, an ordinary
teen joins a group of fellow travelers,
each of whom must earn the right to
travel down to a paradise planet where

the universe's most valuable mineral has been
discovered.

Only ChildOnly Child by Rhiannon Navin
F NAF NAVV

Surviving a horrific school shooting, a
six-year-old boy retreats into the world
of books and art while making sobering
observations about his mother's
determination to prosecute the
shooter's parents and the wider community's efforts to
make sense of the tragedy.

The PThe Poet Xoet X by Elizabeth

Acevedo
YYA F AA F ACECE

The daughter of devout immigrants
discovers the power of slam poetry and
begins participating in a school club as
part of her effort to understand her

mother's strict religious beliefs and her own developing
relationship to the world.

SadieSadie by Courtney Summers
YYA F SUMA F SUM

Resolving to bring her sister's killer to
justice, an orphaned teen goes
missing while investigating meager
clues, before a radio personality
learns her story and becomes
obsessed with finding her before it is
too late.
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The 57 BusThe 57 Bus by Dashka Slater
YYA F SLAA F SLA

Tells the true story of an agender
teen who was set on fire by another
teen while riding a bus in Oakland, a
crime that focuses on the concepts of
race, class, gender, crime, and
punishment.

The Astonishing Color ofThe Astonishing Color of
AfterAfter by Emily X. R. Pan
YYA F PA F PANAN

A teen grieving the loss of her mother
travels to Taiwan to meet her maternal
grandparents for the first time and
search for her mother's spirit while
uncovering tragic family secrets and struggling to
reconcile the truth about how her mother's life really
ended.

Children of Blood andChildren of Blood and
BoneBone by Tomi Adeyemi
YYA F ADEA F ADE

Seventeen-year-old Zélie, her older
brother Tzain, and rogue princess
Amari fight to restore magic to the land
and activate a new generation of magi,

but they are ruthlessly pursued by the crown prince,
who believes the return of magic will mean the endof
the monarchy.

Dear MartinDear Martin by Nic Stone
YYA F STA F STOO

Profiled by a racist police officer in
spite of his excellent academic
achievements and Ivy League
acceptance, a disgruntled college
youth navigates the prejudices of new
classmates and his crush on a white
girl by writing a journal to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in
the hopes that his iconic role model's teachings will be
applicable half a century later.

DonDon't Get Caught't Get Caught
by Kurt Dinan
YYA F DINA F DIN

To his great surprise, uncool eleventh-
grader Max Cobb is invited to join the
Chaos Club, an exclusive group of
students responsible for some of the
biggest pranks at his high school.

Far FFar From the Trom the Treeree
by Robin Benway
YYA F BENA F BEN

Feeling incomplete as an adopted child
after placing her own baby up for
adoption, teen Grace tracks down her
biological siblings and finds herself
struggling with the dynamics of being a middle child
between an embittered older brother and an outspoken
younger sister.

The FThe Female of the Speciesemale of the Species
by Mindy McGinnis

YYA F MCGA F MCG

Three years after her sister's
murderer walked free and Alex Craft
skillfully achieves her vengeance
without detection, she begins to form
a friendship with a preacher's

daughter and the popular Jack Fisher, but she isn't sure
she can control her dark side.

HooperHooper by Geoff Herbach
YYA F HERA F HER
For Adam Reed, basketball is a passport.
Adam's basketball skills have taken him
from an orphanage in Poland to a loving
adoptive mother in Minnesota. When
he's tapped to play on a select AAU
team along with some of the best players in the state, it
just confirms that basketball is his ticket to the good life:
to new friendships, to the girl of his dreams, to a better
future.

How Dare the Sun Rise :How Dare the Sun Rise :
Memoirs of a WMemoirs of a War Childar Child
by Sandra Uwiringiyimana

967.572 UWI967.572 UWI

The author shares the story of her
survival during the Gatumba massacre,
despite losing her mother and sister,

and how after moving to America she found healing
through art and activism.

I Am Not YI Am Not Your Pour Perfecterfect
MeMexican Daughterxican Daughter
by Erika L. Sánchez
YYA F SANA F SAN

When the sister who delighted their
parents by her faithful embrace of
Mexican culture dies in a tragic
accident, Julia, who longs to go to college and move into
a home of her own, discovers from mutual friends that
her sister may not have been as perfect as believed.

LLong Wong Waay Downy Down
by Jason Reynolds
YYA F REYA F REY

As Will, fifteen, sets out to avenge his
brother Shawn's fatal shooting, seven
ghosts who knew Shawn board the
elevator and reveal truths Will needs
to know.

MondaMonday's Not Coming :y's Not Coming :
AA NoNovvelel by Tiffany D. Jackson
YYA F JA F JAACC

Knowing when her best friend stops
showing up at school that something is
terribly wrong, Claudia, who depends
heavily on her friend to defend her
from bullies and help her navigate the
toughest time in her life, is baffled when nobody around
her seems to remember the last time they saw her
friend.
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